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By Johnny Early

Battling the Dog for the
Christmas Goat Leg
Holiday Meals Gone Wrong
Mon, 12/17/2012
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One of my most memorable holiday meals began when I answered the door to find a neighbour shoving a
giant, freshly butchered goat’s hind leg into my arms.
“Fresh, Fresh!” he ensured with his minimal English even though the smell was enough to verify the raw
state of death’s freshness.
“Merry Christmas!” he laughed as he closed the door and waltzed away like a Santa Claus out of PETA hell.

So there I stood, 12 years old and petrified with confusion, grasping the lower half of a farm animal at my
front door. The fact I was clueless as to who had just made this delightful offering did not pop into my head.
My sole thought was the simple desire to not be holding onto a severed limb.

The call to my dad was well received: “Oh, Great! We’ll have goat for Christmas! Just put it in the freezer
and I’ll deal with it when I get home.”

The basement freezer was already overloaded with holiday baking and decade old layers of protective ice.
When I opened the cover the realization hit quickly that an appendage nearly the same size would not fit. I
then submitted to the same decision-making rational as any other clever Canadian in the winter and threw
the giant goat leg on top of the BBQ outside. Done.

‘A balmy, minus 20 outside…why do Canadians own freezers anyway?’ I remember saying to myself with
an invisible pat on the back as I returned the channel back to the Jonovision after school special.

My dad arrived home eager to check out his new holiday gift. Instead, he pulled into the driveway of a
horror movie: Streaks of blood across the yard, chunks of flesh sparkling with the snow…and our red lipped
smiling dog, sitting contently with a meaty limb, thinking he got an early Christmas present.

To this day I am not sure if the following happened because my mom grew up on the farm in a family of
eight, because my dad has backpacked Asia, India and Africa or if they just wanted to teach me a lesson;
but we cleaned up the lesser handled leftovers and still had our Christmas Goat.

Our guests that night thought the meal was delicious…just don’t tell them the dog thought the same.

~john.e~

 

Wide Mouth Mason on Jonovision circa '98
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